We have light at the end of our kennels……

NEW Aug 20

Enquiries only via a completed our homing questionnaire www.staffierescue.co.uk under “How
to offer a forever home” We need minimum donation of £175 at the time of adoption to
support our many homeless dogs in kennels. We neuter all dogs & pay kennel costs. No paid
staff; no expenses claimed by volunteers, Print out & put in a shop or car window
Lily is 7 years old. Life just hasn’t worked out the way anyone
wanted. Arrived in kennels as a 4 month pup awaiting a court
case was released into Rescue at 1 year old. Lily has a little
quirk to her character which means she can nip visitors But
most she welcomes. When it happens it comes out of the blue
with us saying sorry she hasn’t done that for months and
month. She needs to be kept away from dogs outside for the
same reason she can suddenly have a go. Lily lives
successfully with Mika a terrier who can occasionally yelp
having had a little nip then all over. They play together and
often sleep together. Lily doesn’t make it easy for herself.
She is a dear. Enchanting
Ruby around 7 years young. Hard life behind this girl that
meant she was running stray fir a couple of weeks before
caught. She has been overcoming her nerves as she has built
up close friendships and has learned to trust and listen when
told to leave her treasured branches which she sometimes
grabs if opportunity presents itself. Ruby deserves a quiet
home where she has regular but not too many people visiting
so she can build a social circle win whom she trusts. Meeting
outside via a treat and her nerves are calmed. Good within an
urban setting. An amazing smile. A real gentle-girl.
Bonnie is just 4 years old. She carries nerves especially
around the kennels and can lead grab to anchor her concerns.
Bonnie is learning to be out and about in public and to see
walks as times of interest and relaxation. Bonnie does bond
well once she has been introduced and spent time with you.
Currently fussy with her food but does take high value treats.
Can be left and accepts reassurance through voice and touch
though a little reticent initially. Bonnie has obviously lived a
shelter existence . Reported to have lived with other dogs but
in what capacity with all her nerves leaves more questions
than answers. Single dog home. A star!
Betty is just turned 8 years old. She is desperate to be friends
though has a few initial nerves in the home or kennel. Many
people have been entering her kennel and she has shown
acceptance and welcoming as this usually means food or
walk. Came from Rescue at 6 months, proved too much but
the brother’s family took her in rather than her go back to
Rescue. She was happy accepted a puppy and a baby in a
year but had a go at the grown up dog when the family were
packing to go away, and although she didn’t do much hurt
she lost her home over it. Needs a rock solid family who can
offer Betty a gentle life without too many visitors. Peach
Bella is just coming up to 3 years old. Lively little Miss who is
very loving around people and is settled in the home. Her
energy levels have been high as a whippety Staffie interested
in everything and eminently trainable with it as her mind is
keen and receptive to praise and caution. Bella in her wild
youth has obviously had an accident with her back leg which
someone has treated. She has had caring and she was given
to a lady with cats and other dogs but came into that flat
situation with a bang, arriving on our doorstep the next
morning. Bella loves to play can be left is a safe environment
but actually needs company mpre than anything. Sincere

Buds is 4 years old. Grew up with his litter sister and came
out when a cat strayed to their garden and was killed so
booked in to be put to sleep. We save them but they were
both unaccomplished so we parted them. Buds walked well
with his sister but was visibly vulnerable alone. He also was
traffic reactive. Buds has built confidence out walking on a
muzzle and he is getting there. Buds will eat horse + dog
pooh, even wrapped in bags so a muzzle helps. He rarely eats
his own and providing his environment is kept clean you
shouldn’t have a problem. It maybe due to his impoverished
past. Our Buds sits waiting for HIS BIG chance.
Ollie nearly 4 years old. Ollie was owned by an alcoholic;
despite growing up alongside a little boy, his past leave s him
with nerves. Ollie needs a quiet family life, one owner and
probably adopted close to build up & opportunity to meet and
bond in a relationship. Ollie loves his walks and has walkers
devoted to him whom he is relaxed around. We are trying to
build up his social circle so we can stretch him and develop
his inner confidence and trust. Loves his ball. Ollie is an EBT:
Staffie and JRT Yes Ollie has all 3 breeds visible and
commanding him, which isn’t easy especially with his
traumatic unpredictable past. Joyous boy
Summer is around 5 years old. She is a young strong lass
who is on edge outside walking in the and with the unfamiliar.
She needs low dog density so can be managed. In the kennel
she plays with dogs through the fence but is awkward with a
dog running off lead. We have managed this walking her on
muzzle or simply keeping her away from dog as she may over
respond. Only dog, good around people but ideally not living
next door to other dogs and strict exit management so she
doesn’t get out an exit and runs on the street. Really like a
terrier only a large one. A true beauty
Henry is 7 years old and believe it or not he has been in
Rescue most of his life. He obviously grew up with a family
who couldn’t manage the young prime male and he went into
the wrong rescue where he was crated and then rescue by
another Rescue. He was regarded a spirited and leapy but
over the years mellowed into the lovely chap we took on.
With having been I kennels most of his life Henry can get
excited in a home environment but after a few days defo
settles. He wears a dogmatic head collar to kerb his pulling
which basically manages it well (Like many Lab owners use).
Henry is a love and is now enjoying weekend foster. Gem!
New Boy Harry is just 7 years old. Lost his home as a child
trod on him when he was a sleep and the police didn’t want
his put to sleep as he is a gentle natured dog who had done
so well. Obviously we can not home him with children but
then we think he deserves a quieter life now where he is top
of the agenda. Tested quite well meeting a cat. Relaxed
around dogs. Peace

New boy Marco

Please complete a questionnaire if applying via rescueremediesdogrescue
Staffierescue is a specialist part of Rescuermedies (as is Terrierrescue) and serves our
homeless Staffie friends. Donations are always desperately needed. We hire kennels to bring
staffies into safety & provide foster care where possible to help them to build their confidence
& assess them fully - matching them with their perfect owners. Our Forum shows their
progress and provides them with their own blog whilst in Rescue

